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Our very first calf… welcome Mellow
It was all a bit unexpected. There we were,
concentrating on getting
the two cows back in calf
with help from our
trusty AI man, & waiting
for Peaceful the heifer to
show a strong heat so
that she could join the
process. After being out
at grass for a month we
had to bring the cows
back in for pregnancy
testing, & clever Phillip
who was helping bring
them in, scratched his
head & said “either that

heifer is full of grass or
she’s pregnant”. We
were a bit stunned as
she’d been sold as a
maiden, virgo intacta &
all that (although she’d
been in the same pen as
the bull on the day of
the sale—luckily a pedigree Devon Ruby). The
next day, the vet confirmed that one of the
cows was pregnant but
the other had not taken
to the AI. Then she put
her arm inside Peaceful;
“the calf is due in 4-6

Peaceful’s first lick of her new calf

weeks”, she said. Surely
enough, in the next
couple of weeks Peaceful started to develop
an udder. We spent
time brushing her with
an old horse brush &
she was increasingly
delighted to have us
close, touching her all
over, so that she wouldn’t be bothered by us if
we had to help her
calve. On bank holiday
Monday, three weeks
after the vet’s visit, with
lamb cam now re-

named cow tv, I noticed
Peaceful pacing round
her pen, getting up &
lying down. Within an
hour a water bag appeared and 40 minutes
later with me in the pen
to clear its mouth &
nose, the calf was born,
a beautiful heifer. It
took her 40 minutes to
stand and another 40
minutes to suckle, & 2
hours later Mellow was
running round her mum
and suckling for all she
was worth.

Mellow tries out her legs
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Fluffy Pilgrim goslings
Blimey, something is declared
officially rare and everyone
wants it! But Pilgrim geese are
rare for a reason—and they are
not easy to hatch. The picture
shows nine Pilgrim goslings and
four Aylesbury ducklings (one
gosling is barely visible). Even at
this age you can tell the female
goslings from the males—the
adult males will be white with a
very small sprinkling of grey,
and the adult females will be
grey with a very small sprinkling
of white. As goslings, the females are darker grey, and
when born their bills are much
browner, although that wears
off after a few days.

able, but they will go through a
most unattractive gawky
adolescence before turning
into their magnificent adulthood. This bunch have all
been hatched in the incubator,

but the geese are also sitting on two
clutches and I think something might
be happening as there was a lot of
squawking on the nests today; perhaps the babes are cheeping in their
shells, almost ready to hatch.

At this age range—3-5 weeks—
goslings are, to my eye, ador-

Welsh Mountain lambskins
It’s neither summer nor spring nor
autumn at the moment, or so it
feels. One minute it’s shorts, the
next it’s a Paddington bear duffle
coat. On cool evenings we snuggle on lambskins draped over our
armchairs and at our feet. We
have plenty of our beautiful Welsh
Mountain lambskins available and
I can send photos of a selection if
you’re interested. Torwens are
chocolate brown with a cream
border, Torddu are cream with a
chocolate border—entirely natural. Lambskins are £70, larger
sheepskins are £85 (inc delivery)

Torwen lambskin below

Torddu lambskin above
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Shearing
Shearing has become a bigger business than it used to be, and with 75
adult ewes and rams we got the professionals Simon and Sam to do it
for us (the 80 lambs don’t need
shearing).
We started with half a dozen Jacobs
back in the 1990’s and now we have
our two types of Welsh Mountain
Badger Face, the Whiteface Dartmoors, and for the sheepy ones
among you, you’ll spot a mule
(Swaledale/Blue Faced Leicester
cross) in the photo—her ears glinting against the sunset.
The Whiteface Dartmoor fleeces are
particularly lustrous and heavy and
on the evening of the photo (taken
immediately after shearing), the
ewes danced, skipped and leapt,
without the burden of their locks.

Freshly shorn tegs/shearlings ready to join the breeding flock in
October
That’s them on the top left of
the photo. And to explain,
tegs, shearlings or two tooths

Brawn (aka head cheese)
Have to say, head cheese is
not the most appetising
recipe title in the world,
and there are many aspects
of making brawn that may
not be suited to the faint
hearted. Dealing with a
pig’s head is one, but for
me, it was removing the
ear wax from the pig’s ears
that really sent me into a
rather wild mood of hilarity.
I didn’t use cotton buds,
just in case you want to
know; instead swathes of

kitchen roll were required.
I have Hugh F-W to thank
for the ear wax information
— his meat book contains a
useful reminder that pigs
have ear wax just like us —
but at least it meant the
brawn results were excellent and not emollient in
the wrong way.
And for your delight and
delectation, the raw ingredients are pictured on the
right. Nothing goes to
waste here!

are some of the names for
sheep in their second year,
the stage beyond lamb-hood.
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There are clearly too
many hours in the day
when it comes to our
never ending ability to
dream up new phrases
and monikers. The
photovoltaic solar panel
thingummy wotsits have
been busy churning out
their kilowattage, and
there is digitally metered
evidence (and some £’s in
the bank account) to

prove that we have been
busy feeding the grid. But
kilowatts are rather dull, if
precise, units of measurement, so the units created
out of thin air and sunbeams are now retitled
sunny jims, as in, “how
many sunny jims have we
generated today?”.
The door to the meter already has a well-used handle.

Drip feed
which is fine, but now
we’ve missed the extraordinary April showers & it will probably
take a tortoise’s lifetime to fill that 3800
litre tank. The whole
structure feels very
Heath Robinson, but if
it works we’ll be capturing rain water and not
over stressing the well
water during the driest
One thing we’re not short polytunnel is possibly
months of the year. We
of is roofs, & the other
not the best shaped
also hope that the conthing we’re not short of is structure nor the heftistant drip in the winter
rain. But the polytunnel is est for guttering. So, we
will stop the earth in
preternaturally dry, even got a massive plastic wathe polytunnel drying to
though it must sit on some ter tank & hid it under
desert dust and be a
of the wettest land ever
the linhay, diverted the
more friendly host for
created. We thought
linhay guttering into the
the veg seeds.
about putting guttering on tank, laid some spare
*Stop Press*
the polytunnel itself &
waterpipe to the polycatch the rain in a butt for tunnel & connected it to Andrew put a vertical
watering the veg, but a
a drip feed hose. All of

float arrangement in the
tank so it pops up &
shows how much water
is in there; after the last
bout of rain it is bobbing
about near the linhay
roof—result!
(And yes, that’s Andrew
in the distance & the
polytunnel on the left).

